
Please store the GLAZ Liquid at max. 20 degrees and do not expose it to sunlight! 

Installation instructions for GLAZ Liquid 2.0  
for all smartphones and tablets with a glass display 
Please turn off your device before use !!! Your device should have room 
temperature when attaching the GLAZ Liquid 2.0. 
Here is our video for the installation of the liquid: 
https://youtu.be/4QoFqVFTD1w 
Here is a help video: 
https://youtu.be/WOpEWDhpcDQ 
If the display on your iPhone has been replaced, please contact GLAZ 
Support before using it! 

Step 1 
Clean your device with the enclosed alcohol pad (isopropyl alcohol). Only 
use this alcohol pad. Attention! In particular brand new equipment must 
be perfectly cleaned with the alcohol cloth! Then dry your device with the 
microfibre cloth and check if your display is free of dust. 

Step 2 
Preparation: Open the packaging with the "cleaner pads“ already, so that 
they are ready to hand. You can cut the packaging with a scissors. 
Take the Pad out of the silver packaging labeled "Pad". Open the liquid 
bottle and moisten the pad gently until it is slightly wet with liquid. 
Please close the liquid bottle again. Make sure the pad is wet and does 
not float in the liquid. 

 
Step 3 
Apply the liquid evenly with the soaked pad. Wet the complete display 
with the GLAZ Liquid 2.0. Please avoid too much GLAZ Liquid 2.0 in the 
earpiece.  
As soon as you notice that a desiccation veil is forming, 
immediately use the cleaner pad to remove it. The veil does not 
have to emerge on the entire display! 
As soon as the veil forms in one place, it must be removed 
immediately on the whole display! 
 

Step 4 
Now use 1 Cleaner Pad of 4 from the previously opened package to 
remove the desiccation veil. Make sure you remove the veil everywhere. 
If you have a pronounced desiccation in some places, use more cleaning 
pads. If you have problems, please note our tips and assistance in this 
video: 
https://youtu.be/WOpEWDhpcDQ 

https://youtu.be/4QoFqVFTD1w
https://youtu.be/WOpEWDhpcDQ
https://youtu.be/WOpEWDhpcDQ


Step 5 
Check if you have removed any dehydration residues.  Especially in the 
deepening of the Home buttons are often desiccation residues or in 
the area between the display and aluminum enclosure. Also, you 
should check the edge of your iPhone exactly for dehydration residues. 
Please keep in mind that if the liquid glass has dried out, it is very 
difficult to remove it. 
Attention! The frame of the new iPhone X is anodized. 
Please note to apply the GLAZ Liquid 2.0 only on the display and to 
avoid the unibody as far as possible. If you remove the liquid veil, 
please pay attention to the following:1.Look at the unibody (edge) of 
your iPhone X under a very good light source 2. It's best to use a fresh 
cleaner pad for that. 3. If you notice a slight encrustation on the edge, 
you can also remove it with the fingernail / cleaner pad. 

Step 6 
Polish the display again thoroughly with a microfibre cloth! 

 
Step 7 
Now treat the display of your device for 5 minutes with a standard hair 
dryer at a distance of at least 15 cm, so that the GLAZ Liquid 2.0 forms 
a solid structure on the surface of the display. 

Step 8 
The GLAZ Liquid is applied in a 3-layer process. So you have to repeat 
all the above steps (2 - 7) twice! 

Step 9 (After the last of the three treatments) 
Let your display rest one last time for 15 minutes to allow the surface 
of the GLAZ Liquid 2.0 to dry. Then treat it again for 5 minutes with a 
standard hair dryer at a distance of at least 15 cm. 

Step 10 
Now the GLAZ Liquid 2.0 takes 7-10 days to reach full hardness. Since 
you apply a 3 layer shift here, you make the display of your device 
more resistant. You can use the device normally, but you should make 
sure that you avoid damage or strain in the first 7-10 days. After that, 
the GLAZ Liquid 2.0 has the hardness of 9 + H, which is harder than a sapphire. Please note that even a 
sapphire-hard display will not protect you from any damage. There is no product on the global market 
that makes a display scratch and break resistant. 

If there is a problem you can do the following:  
 - Watch our video help: https://youtu.be/WOpEWDhpcDQ 
 - Write us an email to info@glaz-displayschutz.de 
 - Call us at +496132-7358 938 (mo-do 8: 00-16: 00 and fr 8: 00-14: 00)

https://youtu.be/WOpEWDhpcDQ

